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WHAT HAPPENED IN CRYPTO LAST WEEK
It was another volatile week for cryptocurrency prices
as well as financial markets broadly, leaving most coins
down on the week. With the Christmas holiday fast
approaching, trading is becoming thinner, which can
add to volatility. Traditional markets are closed Friday.
At

this

time,

total

market

capitalization

for

cryptocurrencies globally is US$2.25T, of which Bitcoin
comprises US$870B and Ether comprises US$450B.
Bitcoin is trading at US$46,400, down 7% on the week
but still up over 60% on the year, outperforming all
major stock market indices by three to four times on a
year-to-date basis.
From the entire Bitvo Team, Happy Holidays and we
thank you for trading with us this year!

ALTCOIN HEADLINES

Kicks in the Metaverse

Doge to the Moon

USDC on Avalanche

Nike announced the acquisition of a virtual

The price of DogeCoin (DOGE) surged last

On December 14th, Circle launched its USDC

sneakers and collectibles maker, RTFKT.

week after Elon Musk tweeted that Tesla will

stablecoin on the Avalanche blockchain to

The acquisition comes with plans to “invest in

accept payments in DOGE for certain

empower

the RTFKT brand, serve and grow their

merchandise.

applications and accept USDC as collateral.

developers

to

build

DeFi

innovative and creative community and
extend

Nike’s

digital

footprint

and

capabilities.”

Tesla will reportedly only be accepting this
cryptocurrency payment option, with Musk
dubbing that DOGE is “better suited for

At the same time, Adidas is launching an
NFT

collection

named

Into

the

transactions” than Bitcoin.

Trade More Alts Today

Metaverse. The new collection will be

Interested in trading altcoins not offered on

sold on Adidas’ website and prices are

Bitvo? Fund your Bitvo account, purchase

set for 0.2ETH (roughly US$800). The

BTC or ETH and then transfer it to a platform

NFT collection will give buyers access to

offering the desired token.

both digital and physical products.

NEWSWORTHY BITS

A Big Year for Crypto

90% There

And a Big Week as Well!

Venture capitalists have invested over

Institutional Bitcoin broker NYDIG

As of last Monday December 13th,

US$30B into early-stage crypto firms

raised US$1B in a funding round led

90% of all Bitcoin available has been

this year. This is more funding than the

by WestCap at a US$7B valuation on

mined. This occurred at Bitcoin block

14th.

This was likely the

714,032. At this block, exactly ₿18.9M

sector has received in every other year

December

combined (the previous high was

largest funding round in the history of

of the total ₿21M supply of Bitcoin

US$8B in 2018).

Bitcoin.

was circulating.

“Investors are funding anything and

Here in Canada, Bitcoin lending

everything” crypto-related, PitchBook

platform Ledn raised US$70M at a

analyst Rob Le told Bloomberg.

US$540M valuation. Ledn also
announced its new Bitcoin-backed
mortgage product, a pioneering
offering that allows customers use
Bitcoin holdings to purchase real
estate.

Mr. Dalio Speaks

A Quick Look Back

Billionaire hedge fund manager Ray

Last week marked three years since

Dalio said, "I’m not an expert on

Bitcoin bottomed at US$3,100. An over

Bitcoin, but I think it has some merit as

2000% gain can be boasted compared

a small portion of a portfolio [...] It has

to the Bitcoin all-time high this past

been an amazing accomplishment for

year, which peaked at about

Bitcoin to have achieved what it has

US$69,000.

done, from writing that program, not
being hacked, having it work and
having it adopted the way it has been.”
Dalio added, “It’s almost a younger
generation’s alternative to gold and it
has no intrinsic value, but it has
imputed value”.

We Want to Hear from You!
Have a question? Want to make a
suggestion to improve your trading
experience?
We’re here to help 24/7. Get in touch
today:
support@bitvo.com
1-833-862-4886

BITVO’S CRYPTO TECHNICAL ANALYSIS SCORE

For more technical analysis
scores and indicators, sign
in to your Bitvo account at
www.bitvo.com
Contact us to start trading!
support@bitvo.com
1-833-862-4886

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report has been compiled by Bitvo Inc. (“Bitvo”) from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as
to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute Bitvo’s judgement as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but
without legal responsibility. Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice or individually tailored investment advice. This material is prepared for general circulation to clients and has been prepared without
regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The Bull and Bear symbols represent relatively favourable or unfavourable technical indicators, respectively, and the presence or absence
of these symbols and any language pertaining to these symbols does not represent any advice, representation or guidance from Bitvo as to whether you should buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency. The cryptocurrencies or
services contained in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent advisor if you are in doubt about the suitability of such cryptocurrencies or services. This report is not an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The cryptocurrency market is volatile
and rapidly changing and, as a result, the latest published reports available to clients may not reflect recent material changes. Bitvo reports are current only as of the date set forth on the reports. This report is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that
jurisdiction. To the full extent permitted by law neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or the information
contained herein. No matter contained in this document may be reproduced or copied by any means without the prior consent of Bitvo. The technical analysis score, technical indicators and other data and information contained
on the above technical analysis have been compiled and prepared by Bitvo from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as to
their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This information is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. To the full extent permitted by law, neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person,
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages arising from any use of this technical analysis or the information contained herein.

